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ABSTRACT 
We study the variation of the controllability indices and the Jordan structure of a 
pair of matrices (A, I?), under small perturbations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we denote by K either [w (field of real numbers) or 
(field of complex numbers). The ring of polynomials with coefficients in H 
denoted by K[A]. The vector spaces over U6 of the p x q matrices with 
coefficients in H and H[ X] are denoted by K Pxq and W[ X] pxq, respectively. 
The linear group of degree n over H is indicated by GL,,(K), and I, is the 
n x n identity matrix. 
In [12] Markus and Parilis studied the change of the Jordan structure (or 
of the Segre characteristic) of a matrix A E H n Xn under small additive 
perturbations. These results also appear in Section 15.10 of the book [7] by 
Gohberg, Lancaster, and Rodman. See also the paper [3] by den Boer and 
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Thijsse. In this paper we extend such a study to pairs of matrices (A, B) E 
06 nxn XH”Xrn. 
Namely, let A E Knx”, B E fKnXm, and 
i(t) = Ax(t)+ h(t) (14 
be a time invariant linear system with control, not necessarily completely 
controllable. In the sequel, the system (1) will be identified with the pair of 
matrices (A, B). 
Systems equivalent to (1) can be obtained by performing on (A, B) state 
feedback and transformations which correspond to changes of bases in the 
state and control spaces. These three types of transformations enable us to 
define an equivalence relation (I-equivalence or block similarity) in the set of 
pairs of matrices (A, B). In [14], [7, Section 6.21 such a definition is given 
and it is proved that the controllability indices of (A, B) and the invariant 
factors of the polynomial matrix [XI, - A, - B] E H[h]“x(“+m) are a com- 
plete system of invariants for this equivalence. 
We can say that the finite sequence of partitions determined by the 
degrees of the elementary divisors of [XI, - A, - B] is the Segre characteris- 
tic of (A, B). Thus, the Segre characteristic of (A, B) is an invariant for the 
I-equivalence. 
The present work studies the relations among the controllability indices 
and the Segre characteristic of a pair (A, B) and those of all pairs (A’, B’) 
obtained by small perturbations on (A, B). When B = 0 (zero matrix), 
I-equivalence and similarity of matrices are the same. Thus, it is not 
surprising that our results include those obtained by Markus and Parilis. 
However, the method we are going to use is substantially different from 
theirs. Markus and Parilis worked with the Segre characteristic, and we are 
going to work with its “conjugate,” i.e., with the Weyr characteristic. From 
the r-numbers we will obtain some results on the controllability indices, 
which form the conjugate partition of such numbers. 
The rank of a matrix X is a lower semicontinuous function of X. This 
property turns out to be crucial in many of our proofs in Section 4. 
The organization of this article is as follows. 
In Section 2 we present some basic properties on majorization of parti- 
tions of integral numbers. These properties will be used to prove our main 
results. 
Section 3 is devoted to defining the Weyr characteristic and the r-num- 
bers of a pair (A, B). There we find a representation for the Weyr character- 
istic of (A, B) in terms of the nullities of the powers of a square matrix 
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closely related to (A, B). We also recall some results about the I-equivalence 
relation. 
In Section 4 we establish conditions which have to be satisfied by the 
controllability indices and the Segre characteristic of a pair (A, B) and those 
of all pairs (A’, B’) sufficiently close to (A, B). The concept of the Segre 
characteristic makes sense only if the pair is not completely controllable, and -- -- 
it should be observed that the set of pairs (A, B) such that (A, B) is a 
completely controllable pair is a dense set in H nXn X K nXn’. 
Section 5 is devoted to proving near-converses of Theorem 4.7. Thus we 
will prove that the relations we obtain in Section 4 completely characterize 
the possible changes in the controllability indices and in the Segre character- 
istic resulting from small perturbations of a fixed pair (A, B). 
2. MAJORIZATION OF PARTITIONS OF INTEGRAL NUMBERS 
It is well known that a partition is an infinite sequence 
a = (a,,a,,... > 
of nonnegative integers almost all zero. The length of a partition a is the 
number of its components a, different from zero. We denote by /(a) the 
length of a. In the sequel we identify partition with nonincreasing partition. 
So, for us, a partition will be an infinite sequence of nonnegative integers 
(a,,o,,...) suchthatu,~a,>,~~~.Souj=Oforj>~(u). 
If a and b are partitions, a + b is the partition whose ith component is 
a, + bi. We also define a u b to be the partition whose components are those 
of a and those of b reordered so that they do not increase. 
The majorization of partitions in the sense of Hardy, Littlewood, and 
Polya plays a decisive role in this paper: Let a and b be partitions and 
m = max{ t’(u), t’(b)}. We will write a < b [13, p. 71 if 
k k 
c uj< c bi, k=l,..., m-l, (2.1) 
i=l i=l 
c ui= c bi. 
i=l i=l 
(2.2) 
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And we will write a + b if 
jllaiG i biT k=1,2,.... (2.3) 
i=l 
If a is a given partition, we can define the conjugate partition Cr as that 
whose i th component is 
ai:=Card{j:aj>i}, i = 1,2 )... . 
The following result is well known [9, p. 561. 
LEMMA 2.1. If a and b are partitions, then 
(i) aub=a_+b 
(ii) a -C b = b -C C. 
The proofs of the two following lemmas are straightforward. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Monotonicity). Zf b,, . . . , b,, a 1,. . . , a r are partitions such 
that b, -x a i ( bi -C a,, respectively), i = 1,. . . , r, then 
; hi -C-C ; ai 
i=l i=l 
6 bi -C 6 a,, respectively . 
i i=l i=l 
(2.4) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a =_(a,,a,,. ..) and b = (b,, b,,.. .) be partitions, and 
let a = (a,, a,, . . .) and b = (b,, bz,. . .) be their conjugate partitions. Then 
the two following inequalities are equivalent: 
(a,,a,,... > +(b,,b,,...), (2.5) 
(b,,b, )... )+,+t,a, ,... ), (2.6) 
where t := Cfibjbi - C$‘;“:a i. 
The proof of this lemma can be obtained by induction on t. 
Let a = (a,, u2,, . .) and c = (c,, ca,. . .) be partitions. We say that c is 
obtained from a by an elementary transformation whenever there exist 
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indices j and k (j < k) such that 
cj = aj + 1, ck = ak - 1, 
and 
ci=ai if i# j,k. 
LEMMA 2.4. Leta=(a,,a, ,...) andb=(b,,b, ,...) bepartitionsand 
a z b. Then a -X b if and only if b can be obtained jhnn a by a finite number 
of elementary transfonnutions. 
The proof of this result can be seen in [12] or [9, p. 91. 
3. THE r-NUMBERS AND THE SEGRE AND WEYR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A PAIR OF MATRICES 
Let AEK”~” and BEOB”~~. The controZZabiZity matrix of (A, B) is 
S(A, B) := [B, AB, A2B ,..., A”-%] E iKnx”“‘. 
It is clear that rank S(A, B) < n, and it is well known that (A, B) is a 
completely controllable pair if and only if rank S( A, B) = n. 
Brunovsky defined in [4] n numbers associated with completely control- 
lable pairs (A, B): 
ri := rank B, 
rj:= rankSjpl(A, B) - rankSj_,(A, B), 
(3.1) 
j=2 >...> n, 
where 
Sj(A,B):=[B,AB,A2B ,..., AjB], j=l,..., n-l, and S,(A,B):=B. 
We will call these numbers the r-numbers of the pair (A, B) even when it is 
not completely controllable. 
It is easily seen that ri > . . . 
(see [41). 
> r, > 0, and 0 < rj < m for j = 1,. . . , n 
The definition of controllability indices of a completely controllable pair is 
also well known [l, p. 2751. Such a definition can be extended to the case 
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when (A, B) is not completely controllable. If k, >, k, 2 . . . 2 km are the 
controllability indices of (A, B), then (k,, k,, . . .) and (ri, r,, . . .) are conju- 
gate partitions; see [4] or [7, Proposition 6.3.31. 
DEFINITION [ 14; 7, Section 6.21. Let A, AE K nX” and B, B E K n Xnr. -- 
We will say that the matrices [A, B], [ A, B] E 116 nx(“+‘n) are I-equivalent if 
there exist matrices P E GLJK), Q E GLJK), and R E H m Xn such that 
P[A,B] Pi1 ’ 
[ 1 Q-l = [A,B]. 
Let us recall some known results which will be useful If f(X), g(h) E 
W[ X], then f(h): >g(X) means “f(X) divides g(X).” The degree of the 
polynomial f(h) is denoted by d( f( h)). 
LEMMA 3.1 (Brunovsky canonical form [14; 7, Sections 6.2, 6.3, Exercise 
12.121). Let AEH”~” and B~lt6”~“’ with rankB=r. Let rankS(A,B) 
=s, k,> . . . >k,>O=k,+,= ... = k,, be the controllability indices of 
(A, B), and let f,(A):> ... : > f,( A) be the invariant factors of [AZ, - A, 
-B]. Letususszmz thutf;(X)=l fori=l,...,t~ncld(f;+~(h))>l. Then 
there exists a matrix [A,, PC] E H nx(“+m) r-equivalent to [A, B] satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) A, = diag(M, J), M E HSXS, and J E IK(“~~‘)~(“~~), 
(ii) B,= f , whereH=[~,0]~H”X”‘und~~06”X’, 
[ 1 
(iii) (M, H) is a completely controllable pair, and k,,.. ., k, are its 
controllability indices, 
(iv) M = diag( M,, . . . , M,) with 
Mi= 
o ‘k,-1 
[ 1 0 0 E~kxk i=l a...> r, 
and ei is the ith row of I,, 
(vi) J is a matrix in Jordan canonical form if 06 = C (in real Jordan 
canonical fm if K = R) whose invariant factors distinct from 1 are 
f;.1(X)‘...>fn(X). 
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The following lemma has been announced in the introduction. 
LEMMA 3.2 [14]. Let A, AE Hnx” and B, B E !Knx”‘. Then [A, B] and _- 
[A, B] are I’-equivalent if and only if the following conditions hold: 
-- 
(9 (A, B) and (A, B) h ave the same controllability indices. 
(ii) [XI, - A, - B] and [XI, - A, - 81 have the same invariant factors. 
LEMMA~.~ [15]. LetA~K”X”,B~#“xm, and rankS(A,B)=s. Let -- 
[A, B] E Knx’“+” be a matrix I’-equivalent to [A, B]. Zf P E GL ,,(W) is a 
matrix such that 
where~~~H”X”,~,~K”X”, and (A,, B,) is a completely controllable pair, 
then the nontrivial invariant factors of [XI, - A, - B] (i.e. those distinct 
j&n 1) coincide with the nontrivial invariant factors of hZ, us - A,. 
REMARK. There always exist such a matrix P. See [l, p. 2691. 
DEFINITION. Let A E DB “xn and B E iI6 nx”‘. A complex number X, is 
said to be an eigenvalue of (A, B) if there exists a nonzero vector x E Ker BT 
such that 
ATx = X,x. 
Here T stands for transpose. 
REMARK. If h, is an eigenvalue of (A, B), then A, is an eigenvalue 
of A. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A E DQ nXn, B E K nXm, and h, E C. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) A, is an eigenvahe of (A, B), 
(b) r=N&Z, - A, - B] < n, 
(c) X, is a root of the nth determinuntal divisor, D,,(A), of [XI, - A, 
- B]. 
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Proof. Straightforward. n 
PROPOSITION 3.5. LetAEHnX” and BEIK”~“. Then for each (YEC 
we have 
rankS(A, B) < rank[d, - A, - ~1. 
Proof. It is a simple consequence of the Hautus test for controllability 
[l,p. 871. n 
REMARK. From the spectral assignment theorem [7, Theorem 6.5.11 we 
can prove that 
a(A,B)= n a(A+BF), 
F E K ‘I’ x I’ 
where a( A, B) denotes the set of the eigenvalues of (A, B), and a( A + BF) 
is the spectrum of A + BF. 
DEFINITION. Let A E K flX” and B E H nX”‘, and assume (A, B) is not 
completely controllable. Let X,, . . . , X u be the eigenvalues of (A, B). Let 
(A - AJ”“, j=l ,...>r,, 
with ni, > ni2 > . . . >, n,,, for i = 1,. . . , u, be the elementary divisors of 
[AZ, - A, - B] E C[h]nxl”+m! The finite Sequence of partitions 
[n,,n,,...,n,l, 
where n, := (nil, ni2,. . . , n,,,, 0,. . .), i = 1,. . . , u, is called the Segre character- 
istic(A, B). The sequence iormed by the conjugate partitions of those of the 
Segre characteristic is called the Weyr characteristic of (A,B). 
It is clear that the Segre and Weyr characteristics of (A, B) are invariants 
for the r-equivalence relation and they coincide with the Segre and Weyr 
characteristics of matrices J and KS in Lemmas 3.1. and 3.3. Finally, it is also 
obvious that if B = 0 then the Segre and Weyr characteristics of (A, B) 
are those of the matrix A according to the usual definition [8, p. 2411; 
10, pp. 48, 731. 
Our aim in this section is to provide a characterization of the Weyr 
characteristic of a pair (A, B). We start by recalling a similar result for a 
square matrix A. 
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LEMMA 3.6 [lo, pp. 73, 74; 7, Proposition 2.2.61. Let A E H nXn, and 
(Y E Q= be an eigenvalue of A. Zf (m,, . . . , m,, 0,. . . ) is the partition corre- 
sponding to (Y in the Weyr characteristic of A, then 
t mi=v([aZ,-Alk), k=l,...,fl, 
i=l 
(34 
where v( .) means nullity. 
The main result in this section is the following. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A~ll4”~” and BEIK”~~. Let SEH”‘~” be an 
arbitrary matrix. We have 
i migv([aZ,-(A+BS)]‘), k=l,...,n, (3.3) 
i=l 
where a is an eigenvalue of (A, B) and (m,, . . . , m,,O,. . .) is the partition 
corresponding to a in the Weyr characteristic of (A, B). There is a choice for 
S such that equality holds in (3.3) for every k and every eigenvalue a. 
Proof. Let s := rank S(A, B). By [l, p. 2691 there exists P E GLJH) 
such that 
A:=P(A+BS)P-‘= 
A”, Al, I 1 0 A,’ 
PB= B1 , i-1 0 
with A, E HSXS, 8, E HSXm, and 
It is clear that 
(A, 8,) completely controllable. 
rank([aZ,-(AfBS) ] “) < s +rank( [ aZnps - As] “) 
(3.4) 
= n-v([aZ,-,- &I “1. (3.5) 
The matrices [A, B] and [ P(A + BS)P- ‘, PB] have the same Weyr 
characteristic, since they are I-equivalent. By Lemma 3.3 their common 
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Weyr characteristic is the Weyr characteristic of As. Bearing in mind that 
a(A, B) = a(A,) and using Lemma 3.6, we obtain the inequalities (3.3). 
By the spectral assignment theorem [7, Theorem 6.5.11 there exist S and 
P such that A, and As have no common eigenvalue. By using now Theorem 
2 in [8, p. 4141 and Roth’s theorem [8, p. 4221, we can also choose P in such a 
way that A2 = 0. Now we have equality instead of the inequality of (3.5). n 
In the following lemma we establish an equality that will be fundamental 
in the proof of our main results. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let A E H “xn; let X l,. . . , A, E C be distinct eigenvalues of 
A, and pl,..., p, nonnegative integers. Then 
Proof. Let J be the Jordan normal form of A. Obviously it is sufficient 
toprove(3.6)withJinsteadof A.Let A,,...,X,,h,+,,...,h,bethedistinct 
eigenvalues of A. Let Jk be the block of J formed with the cells correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue A, of multiplicity mk (k = 1,. . . , r). We have 
= 5 ~([~kL-Jk]Pk) 
k=l 
= k~lv([x,ln-J1’“)- 
4. PERTURBATION: NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
In the sequel, we are going to consider the following matrix norm: 
II All := Claijlp 
i,j 
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where A := (aij) E K Pxq. In this case, the set U6 Pxq is a metric space with 
the distance associated to this norm. 
If (Y E C and r is a positive real number, the open ball of C with center (Y 
and radius r is denoted by B(a, r), 
Let AEH”~“, BEIK”~~ and a(A,B)= {A,,...,X,}. Wenowdefinea 
notation that will enable us to shorten many later statements. Given a real 
number n > 0, we define an q-neighborhood of the spectrum of (A, B) as a 
set 
Vq(A>B):= fi R(Xi>n) 
i=l 
whenever the balls B(hi,n) (i=l,..., U) are pairwise disjoint. Analogously 
we define the q-neighborhood of the spectrum of a square matrix A, denoted 
by V,(A). 
REMARK. From now on the letter r~ will always mean a real number > 0 
s-mull enough for the expression r)-neighborhood of the spectrum of (A, B), or 
of A, to make sense. 
The following lemma extends a well-known result on perturbation of 
eigenvalues of square matrices to pairs of matrices. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Continuity of eigenvalues of a pair of matrices). Let A E 
K”X”, BE !Knxm, and TJ > 0. Then there exists a neighborhood V of [A, B] 
in K n x(n+m) such that [A’, B’] E V implies 
a(A’, B’) c V&A, B). 
The proof is similar to that in [S, Lemma 3.61. 
We can give now our main results in this section. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let AEK”~“, BEIK”~~, and let r=(rl ,..., r,,O ,...) be 
the r-numbers of (A, B). There is a neighborhood @ of [A, B] such that if 
[A’,B’]~%andr’=(r; ,..., r,‘,O ,... )arether-numbersof(A’,B’), then 
Moreover, if (A, B) is compZ.eteZy controllable, then so (A’, B’) is and 
r < r’. 
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Proof From (3.1) it is easy to obtain 
By the continuity of the product of matrices and the lower semicontinuity 
of the matrix rank, there exists a neighborhood @ of [A, B] in H nx(n+m) 
such that [A’, B’] E 9 implies 
rank S k_l(A, B) d rankS,-,(A’, B’) (k=l,...,n). 
so 
; Ti< i: 1;’ (k=1,2,...). 
i=l i=l 
Therefore, taking (2.3) into account, we conclude (4.1). 
If (A, B) is completely controllable, then 
n= ir,= irif. 
i=l i=l 
So (A’, B’) is completely controllable and r + r’. n 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A E KnX”, BE KnXm, and q > 0. Let (Y be an 
eigenvalue of (A, B), and a the partition corresponding to a in the Weyr 
characteristic of (A, B). Then there exists a neighborhood -Y- of [A, B] in 
H nx(n+m) such that [A’, B’] E Y implies that 
(i) we have 
u(A’, B’) c Vv(A, B); (4.2) 
(ii) if PI,..., pLt are the eigenvalues of (A’, B’) inside B(cy, TJ) and bi is 
the partition corresponding to pi in the Weyr characteristic of (A’, B’), 
i=l , . . . , t, then 
(J bi+<a. 
i=l 
(4.3) 
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REMARK. It is possible that B(cu, 9) does not contain any eigenvalue of 
(A’, B’). In this case, we will assume that bi is the null partition [i.e. 
bi=(O,O ,... )] for i=l,..., t. 
Proof. From the previous remark, (4.3) is obviously satisfied if t = 0. So 
we are going to assume that t > 1. We call ai the i th component of the 
partition a. 
By Theorem 3.7, there exists a matrix R E K mxn such that 
5 ~,=v([+(A+BR)]~) (k=l,...,n). 
i-l 
Let k beafixednumberof {I..., n }. By the lower semicontinuity of the 
rank at [ aZ, - (A + BR)] k, there is a neighborhood ak of this matrix in 
K n Xn such that if X E ak we have 
Hence a standard argument of continuity shows that there is a neighborhood 
@ of [A, B] such that [A’, B’] E @ implies (4.2) and if pi,. . . , p t are the 
eigenvalues of [A’, B’] in B( (Y, q), then 
rank([aZ,-(A+BB)]k) < rank fi [ ziZn - (A’+ B’R)] 
i 
(4.4) 
i=l 
foreachziE{pl ,..., kt},i=l ,..., kandk=l,..., n. 
Let b 1,. . . , b, be the partitions corresponding to pi,. . . , pt, respectively, 
in the Weyr characteristic of (A’, B’), and set bi = (bil, biz,. . .) for i = 1,. . . , t. 
If di is the ith component of Ufclbi, for kE {l,...,n} we have 
i di= $ bilj+ .-. + ; bi j 
i=l j=l j-1 ' 
for some i,,...,i,,Pn..., Pq where 
lgi,< -.a <i,<t, pl+ a** +p,,=k. 
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Then from (4.4) 
rank([aI,-(AfEW)]‘) SfiI [pi!,, - (A’+ B’R)] “). (4.5) 
By Theorem 3.7, there exists R’ E IK m Xn such that 
2 bisj = v( [& - (A’+ R’R’)] “‘) (s=1,...,9)> 
j = 1 
and by (3.3), R’ satisfies for all s = 1,. . . ,9 
so 
5 P([cL~,~,-(A'+B'R)]~')~ i 5 b,.j= 5 di. (4.6) 
s=l s=lj=l i=l 
As pi is an eigenvaue of (A’, B’), it is an eigenvalue of A’ + B’R too. By 
Lemma 3.8 we conclude 
5 uj[p,I.-~A’+B’R)]“)=vj ~~~[prr.-(~+“R)]‘*). (4.7) 
s-1 
From (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) we have 
v([cYZ,-(A+BR)]~)~ &Ii, 
i=l 
and this implies 
k k 
i=l i=l 
This inequality holds for all k E {l,..., n}, and as L’(a) < ?z and 
e(u;= ,bj) < n, (4.3) follows. H 
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The multiplicity of an eigenvalue of (A, B) can be defined as its multi- 
plicity as a root of the determinantal divisor, D,,(X), of [XI, - A, - B]. 
Notice that an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3 is that the sum of the 
multiplicities of the eigenvalues of (A’, B’) in B( OL, 77) is less than or equal to 
the multiplicity of 0~. In fact, this is expressed by the following inequality that 
can be derived from (4.3): 
t e(h) f(u) 
C C bij < C aj. 
i-1 j=l j=l 
From Theorem 4.3 we can deduce the following well-known result 
[2, p. 81; 5, Lemma 3.6; 6, p. 181; 11, p. 31. In our way we can avoid the 
integrals of functions of complex variable which appear in many proofs. Thus 
the result is another consequence of the lower semicontinuity of the rank. For 
this, denote by m(a, A) the multiplicity of a complex number cy as a root of 
the characteristic polynomial of a square matrix A. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let AEH”~“, 7’0. Let o(A)= {X, ,..., A,,}. Then 
there exists a neighborhood Y of A such that A’ E Y implies a( A’) c V,(A) 
and 
c m(h’, A') = m(hi, A) (i=l,..., u). (4.8) 
h’~o(A’)nB(h,.q) 
Proof. Taking B = 0 in Theorem 4.3, one shows that if A’ is close 
enough toA,thena(A’)cV,,(A).Let Z.~~i,...,p~~,betheeigenvaluesof A’in 
B( Xi, q), and let bi j be the partition corresponding to ~~~ in the Weyr 
characteristic of (A’,O), j = 1,. . , , ti, i = 1,. . . , u. According to Theorem 4.3 
and to the fact that the sum of the components of all partitions of the Weyr 
characteristic of a square matrix is its order, we have 
6 bij-:a,, i=l ,...u, 
j=l 
and (4.8) follows. n 
The following corollary is a known result due to Markus and Parilis [12, 
Theorem 11. 
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COROLLARY~.~. LetAEH”X”and ~‘0. Let {A,,...,A,} beasubset 
of u(A). Let a i be the partition corresponding to Xi in the Segre characteris- 
tic of A’, i = l,..., p. Then there exists a neighborhood Y of A such that 
A E Y implies: 
I’!, “(f”;) = V,(A), 
u i ,1,. . . , pit, are the eigenvalues of A’ in B(X,, q) and b,, is the 
partition corresponding to pij in the Segre characteristic of A’, j = 1,. . . , tj, 
i=l 1*.., p, then 
THEOREM 4.6. LetAEKnX” andB~1I6”~“‘. Let a,:> . . ..>a1 bethe 
invariant factors of [XI, - A, - B], and k, >, . . . > k,, the controllability 
indices of (A, B). Then there exists a neighborhood V of [A, B] such that 
[A’, B’] E V implies 
(k;,k; ,..., k&,0 ,... )+k,+t,k, ,..., k,,,O ,... ), (4.9) 
(d(a,)44,..., d(a,),O,...) < (d(a;)+ t,d(a&) ,..., d(a;),O ,... ), 
(4.10) 
where (WA:> . . . : > a; are the invariant factors of [XI, - A’, - B’], k; > ’ ’ . 
> k:,, are the controllability indices of (A’, B’), and t = rank S(A’, B’) - 
rank S( A, B). 
Proof. Denote by { h r, . . . , Au } the set a( A, B). Let a, be the partition 
corresponding to Xi in the Weyr characteristic of (A, B). For n > 0 small 
enough, there exists a neighborhood Y of [A, B] such that [A’, B’] E V 
implies: u( A’, B’) c V,( A, B), and if piI,. . . , pit, are the eigenvalues of (A’, B’) 
in B( X i, 71) and bi j is the partition corresponding to pi j in the Weyr 
characteristic of (A’, B’), j = 1,. . . , t,, i = 1,. . . , u, then 
(4.11) 
as follows from Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 2.2. 
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Let s(a), s(b) be the sums of the components of a, b, respectively. Then, 
by Lemma 3.3, 
s(u) = n - rankS(A, B), s(b)=n-rankS(A’,B’). 
On the other hand, it is clear that 
a= (d(q) ,...) d(a,),O )... ), 
EJ = (d(a;) )...) d(&),O )... ). 
From Lemma 3.1, 
In m 
rank S( A’, B’) - rank S( A, B) = c Icl - c ki 
i=l i=l 
= s(u) -s(b) = f d(q) - F d(cYi). 
i=l i=l 
Recalling Lemma 2.3, we obtain (4.9) and (4.10) easily from (4.1) and (4.11) 
respectively. w 
The results in this section can be summarized in the following theorem, 
whose near-converses will be proved in Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 in the next 
section. 
THEOREM 4.7. LetAEHnX”, BEK”~~, q>O. Let r=(r,,r, ,...) be 
the partition of the r-numbers of (A, B). Let S = {X,, . . . , A,,} be a subset of 
a( A, B); and let ai be the partition corresponding to hi in the Weyr 
characteristic of (A, B) (i = l,...,p). 
Then there exists a neighborhood Y of [A, B] such that [A’, B’] E T 
implies: 
(i) u(A’, B’) c V,(A, B), 
(ii) if piI,..., pir are the eigenvalues of (A’, B’) in B( Ai, 77) and bij is the 
partition correspondkg to pij in the Weyr characteristic of (A’, B’), j = 
1 ,--*, p, then 
U bij+ai (i=l,...,p), 
j=l 
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(iii) $r’=(r;,r2/,... ) is the partition of the r-numbers of (A’, B’), then 
(iv) if aik and biik are the k th components of ai and b,,, respectively, 
and m(a) is the multiplicity of a E u( A, B), then the following inequalities 
hold: 
Or’) f-(r) P f(n,) 
C r,‘- cr,> c c aik- 5 i ‘5’bii, 
i=l i=l i=l k=l i=l j=l ksl 
Or’, Or) 
0, C 7;’ - C ri - C 44 
i=l i=l UEO(A,B)-S I 
Proof. Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) have already been proved. To prove 
(iv) put 
e(r’) P O&i 
sf := c q’, u ‘= c c aik 
i=l i=l k=l 
and 
As Cfg$, = s := rank S(A, B), the last inequality is a consequence of 
s’+v<n=s+u+ c m(a). 
a~o(A,lS-S 
In order to show that s’ - s > u - v, we denote by q the sum of the 
multiplicities of the eigenvalues of (A’, B’) in U, E ocA, Bj_ s B(a, q). Then 
q+s’+v=n= C m(cY)+s+u. 
ac~o(A,B)pS 
Since 4 GLEo(A,B,-S m(a), we conclude s’ - s > u - v. 
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REMAFUCS. (a) If {Xi,. . . , Xp } = u( A, B), then (iv) is reduced to 
Qr’) r(r) P 0%) 
(v) c ri’ - c r, = c c Clik - 5 i /2)bijr, 
i=l i=l i=l k=l i=l j-1 kc1 
as one might expect. 
(b) If A E IWnXn, B EW”~“‘, and there exists a Xi ES such that 
Xi EC - W, then Fir,..., pi,, are the eigenvalues of (A’, B’) in B(X,, II), and 
bi j is the partition corresponding to jii j in the Weyr characteristic of (A’, B’). 
5. THE UNDERLYING INVERSE PROBLEM 
In this section we are going to prove some near-converses of Theorem 4.7. 
First we give Theorem 4 of [12] in a different form. A proof of this result can 
be done by starting with a canonical form for the similarity of matrices 
associated with the Weyr characteristic. 
LEMMA~.~. LetAECnx”, ~‘0. LetS={A,,...,A,} beasubsetof 
a( A), and let a, be the partition corresponding to Ai in the Weyr characteris- 
tic of A. Let bil,. . . , bit, be given partitions, i = 1,. . . , p. 
There exists in any neighborhood of A a matrix A’ such that: 
(9 4A’) c V,(A), 
(ii) A’ has ti eigenvalues pil,. . . , pit, in B( Xi, TJ), and bij is the partition 
corresponding to pi j in the Weyr characteristic of 
A’, j=l ,..., ti, i=l,..., p, 
if and only if the following condition holds: 
6 bij<ai (i=l,...,p). 
j=l 
For the real case we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let AEIWnX”, q>O. Let S= {x,,...,h,} be a subset of 
a(A) such that the conjugate of Xi, xi, belongs to S for all i = 1,. . . , p. Let 
ai be the partition corresponding to Xi, and to Ai, in the Weyr characteristic 
of A. Let bil,..., bi, begivenpartitions (i=l,...,p) such that if Xi=Xh 
then ti = t, and bii = b,i, j = l,..., ti. 
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There exists in any neighborhood of A a matrix A’ such that: 
(9 a(A’) c V,(A) 
(ii) A’ has ti eigenvalues piI,. . . , pit, in B(h,,q) and ti eigenvalues, 
which are piI,. . . , ,iiit,, in B(Xi, q), and bij is the partition corresponding to 
pij and to ,iiii in the Weyr characteristic of A’, j = l,..., ti, i = l,..., p, 
if and only if the following condition holds: 
0 bij 4 a, (i=l,...,p). 
j=l 
REMARK. In both lemmas, if ti = 1 for i E {i, ,..., iq} c {l,... p}, i.e., if 
bi are given partitions satisfying 
bi < ai for iE {i,,...,i,}, 
then there exists in any neighborhood of A a matrix A’ such that A’ has Xi 
as the only eigenvalue in B( Xi, 7) and bj is the partition corresponding to Xi 
in the Weyr characteristic of A’, for i E { i,, . . . , i, }. 
THEOREM 5.3. LetAEHnX” and BEK”~“‘. Letr=(r,,r,,...) be the 
partition of the r-numbers of (A, B). Zf r’ = (r;, rl, . . . ) is a partition satisfy- 
ing 
(54 
(5.2) 
then there exists in any neighborhood of [A, B] a matrix [A’, B’] E K nx(“+m’ 
such that r’ is the partition of the r-numbers of (A’, B’). 
REMARK. (A', B’) can be chosen so that (A, B) and (A’, B’) have the 
same eigenvalues and the same Weyr characteristic. 
Proof. By the definition of r-equivalence it suffices to prove the theo- 
rem for the matrices [A, B] in canonical form. Then, by Lemma 3.1, 
M O’H [AJl=[o Jl o]> 
where (M, H) is a completely controllable pair having r as the partition of its 
r-numbers. Now if E > 0 is a real number and we prove that there exists a 
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matrix [M', H'] with the same size as [M, H] such that (M', H') is a 
completely controllable pair, 
II[M, HI - [M’, H’] iI-> 
and (M', H') has r’ as the partition of its r-numbers, the matrix we are 
looking for is 
[A’J’] := [;’ ; 1 ;‘I. 
By Lemma 2.1, the condition (5.1) is equivalent to 
k’-: k, (5.3) 
where k’ and k are the conjugate partitions of r’ and r, respectively. 
Moreover, the components of k are the controllability indices of (A, B). 
From (5.1) and (5.2) we obtain that 
rl < r; Q m 
and we already know that rl = rank B. 
(5.4) 
Then it suffices to assume (5.3) and (5.4) instead of (5.1) and (5.2), and by 
Lemma 2.4 it suffices to consider the case where k is obtained from k’ by a 
single elementary transformation. Moreover, we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that k;=k,-1, kl,=k,+l, and ki=k, for i>2. To simplify 
the notation we put k 1 = p, k, = 9, and ki = 0 for i > 2. Then (5.3) becomes 
(P-l,9+l,o,...)~(p,q,o ,... ), 
and [M, H] has the following form: 
i 1 E &((P+q)x(P+q+m) 
where 
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Let E > 0 be a real number, and put 
0 0 
. . 
ET:= : : EHPX~ I I with OCE’<E. 0 El 1 0 
Setting 
it is easy to see that 
rankSj_,(M’,Zf’)=rankSj_,(M,H)=2j, j=l *...,9, 
rank S ,+j_1(M’,H’)=1+rankSq+i_,(M,H)=2(9+1)+ j-l, 
j=l >.**> P-9-1, 
rank S ,_,(M’,Zf’)=rankS,_,(M,H)=2(9+1)+p-9-2. 
Hence, the partition of the r-numbers of (M’, H’) is (2,2,. . . ,2, 
l,l)..., l,o ,... ), where 2 appears 9 + 1 times and 1 appears p - 9 - 2 times, 
i.e., the partition of the controllability indices of (M’, H’) is (p - 1,9 + 
LO,. * .). n 
THEOREM 5.4. Let AEC”~“, BeCnxm, and q>O. Let T= 
(r,, . . . , ~~,A~~ f ) be the partition of the r-numbers of (A, B), and k, be the 
greatest controllability index of this pair. Let a be an eigenvalue of (A, B), 
and a the partition corresponding to a in the Weyr characteristic of (A, B). 
Let bi, i = l,..., t, be partitions satisfying 
Ifi bi-xa, 
i=l 
(5.5) 
and let 9 := Z$Zla, - EtSICf(_bi)bik, where ak and bik are the k th compo- 
nents of a and bi, respectively. Then there exists in any neighborhood of 
[A, B] a matrix [A’, B’] such that: 
(i) o(A’, B’) C V&A, B), 
(ii) (A’, B’) has t eigenvalues pl,. .  , pt in B( a, q), and bi is the partition 
corresponding to pi in the Weyr characteristic of (A’, B’), i = 1,. . . , t, 
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(iii) the partition of the r-numbers of (A’, B’) is 
l-I= r ( 1,.“> ‘k,, l)...) l,o )... ), 
where 1 appears q times. 
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that [A, B] is in 
canonical form, i.e. 
M O'H bLBl=[O Ji o]> 
and that 
where ai is the first component of the partition a, and r,,. . . , Ja, are the 
Jordan cells corresponding to eigenvalue (Y. Let the order of J, be denoted by 
pi, i=l,..., a,. Wecansupposethat p,=max{p,, i=l,...,a,}. 
We will prove the theorem by induction on q >, 0. 
If q = 0, then (5.5) becomes 
and it is enough to apply Lemma 5.1 to J in order to obtain a suitable J’, and 
then to take 
[A’,B’] := [; ; / ro’] 
Let q = 1, and E > 0 be a real number. If Q f 0, let E’ = e/2 and put 
u:= [EI,O )..., O]TEcplxl, E := [u,o] E CPIXrn, 
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If cx = 0, let .G = ~/4 and put 
o:= [go ,...) O]TEcp’xl, E:= [u,o] EC=plXrn, 
H 
B’:= E EC=“~‘-, [I F := [u,O] E CpLxp’, 1; := I1 + F, 0 
J’:= 
K 
Jz 
I Jo, 
L i 
, and A’:= 
In both cases we have that 
r’=(r, ,...) r,,,I,O )...) 
is the partition of the r-numbers of (A’, B’) and that 
u’= a,,...,a ( PI-- LO,...) 
is the partition corresponding to (Y in the Weyr characteristic of (A’, B’). 
Recalling that 9 = 1, it is clear that 
6 bi -c a'. 
i=l 
Now, it suffices to work just as in case 9 = 0, with the pair (A’, B’) and 
E’ = E/2. 
Finally, we assume that the theorem holds up to 9 - 1, and we define a 
partition a’ as follows: 
It is easily seen that 
U bi -xa'+ca, 
i=l 
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and if a; is the kth component of a’, then 
&a’) t Qbi) !(a) Qa’) 
kglai- C C bik=l, 
i=l k=l 
c ak- kFlai=q-l. 
k=l 
Now, the theorem follows by applying the induction hypothesis and case 
q = 1. n 
REMARK. Theorem 5.4, with the same proof, holds in the case when 
AEW”~“, BER”~*, and (Y E R. When (Y E C - R a very similar proof can 
be made, but the theorem changes into 
THEOREM 5.5. Let AER”~“, BEIW”~*, and q>O. Let r= 
(rl,‘..,rk,,O,... ) be the partition of the r-numbers of (A, B), and k, be the 
greatest controllability index of this pair. Let a E @ - R be an eigenvalue of 
(A, B), and a the partition corresponding to a in the Weyr characteristic of 
(A, B). Let bi, i=l,..., t, be partitions satisfying 
and let q :=c~‘llla,-c:=l~~~:‘=bi’bik, where ak and bi, are the kth compo- 
nents of a and b,, respectively. Then there exists in any neighborhood of 
[A, B] a matrix [A’, B’] such that: 
(9 o(A’, B’) C V&A, B), 
(ii) (A’, B’) has t eigenvalues CL,, . . . , pt in B(a, n) and t eigenvalues, 
which are ,ii 1,. . . , ji tr in B(E, v), and bi is the partition corresponding to pi 
and to fi i in the Weyr characteristic of (A’, B’), i = 1,. . . , t, 
(iii) the partition of the r-numbers of (A’, B’) is 
r’= rl ,..., r ( kl’ l,..., 1,0 ,... >> 
where 1 appears 2q times. 
Our next results are near-converses of Theorem 4.7. 
THEOREM 5.6. LetAECnX”, BEQ=“~~, n>O. Let r=(r,,rZ ,...) be 
the partition of the r-numbers of (A, B). Let S = { X,, . . . , hp } be a subset of 
a( A, B), and let a, be the partition corresponding to hi in the Weyr 
characteristic of (A, B). Let bil,..., bit,, i = l,..., p, and r’=(r[,r,l,...) be 
given partitions. 
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There exists in any neighborhood of [A, B] a matrix [A’, B’] such that 
(9 o(A’, B’) C V,(A, B), 
(ii) (A’, B’) has ti eigenualues pLil,..., pit, in B(A,, q), and bij is the 
partition corresponding to pi i in the Weyr characteristic of (A’, B’), j = 
1 ,..., ti, i=l,... p, 
(iii) r’ is the partition of the r-numbers of (A’, B’), 
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
b bij+ai (i = l,...,p), 
j=l 
T -xr’ and r;<m, 
Q*‘) e(r) P !(a,) 
c T,’ - 1 r, >, c 1 aik - t i ‘2’bijx 
i=l i=l i=l k=l i=l j=l k=l 
60 e(r) 
0, C ri’- C ri - C m(a) 
i=l i=l cx~o(A,B)-S 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
where aik and bijk are the k th components of ai and hi,, respectively, and 
m(a) is the multiplicity of a E u( A, B). 
Proof. The conditions (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8) are necessary by Thee 
rem 4.7. 
Let E > 0 be a real number and E’ = e/2. Let us assume that 
a(&@= {hl,...,Ap,Xp+l’...,Xp+cc} 
and denote by aP+i, i=l,..., U, the partition correspoding to h p+ i in the 
Weyr characteristic of (A, B). By (5.8) the number 
h := f ; ‘$+ + ‘-& _ 5 ‘E’ni, _ ‘zri 
i-1 j=l k=l i=l i=l k=l i=l 
is nonnegative and satisfies 
P+u p+u !(a,) 
O<h< c m(Xi)= C x ajj 
i=p+l i=p+l j=l 
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First suppose that h > 0. Then there is an 
such that 
p+q-1 P+q 
C m(hi)<h< C m(‘i) 
i=p+l i=p+l 
so 
P+q p+q 0%) 
integral number 9, 1~ 9 < u, 
i i 
5 :=o. 
i=p+l 
C m(Ai)-h= C aik-h< C 'p+q,k' 
i=p+l i=p+l k=l k=l 
Setting 
bi, := (O,O,. . .) (zero partition), i=p+1,...,p+q-1, 
P+q 
b 
p+qsl 
:= (l)...) l,o )...) 
i 
1 appears C m(xi) - h times 
i=p+l 
and agreeing that ti = 1 for i = p + 1,. . . , p + 9, from (5.7) we obtain 
6 bij+ai, i=l ,..., p+9, (5.9) 
j = 1 
and 
4r’) f(r) P+4 4%) 
c r,‘- c ri= c c uik-‘s i '?'bijk. 
i=l i=l i=l k=l is1 j-1 k-1 
(5.10) 
Since (5.9) holds, we can apply Theorem 5.4 for i = 1,. . . , p + 9 and -- 
conclude that there exists a matrix [A, B] E C nx(nxm) such that 
-- 
(A, B) has ti eigenvalues piI ,..., pit, in B(X,,q), i = l,..., p,p f 9. b.. - --‘I 
being the partition corresponding to pijin_the Weyr characteristic of (A, B); 
and the partition of the r-numbers of (A, B) is 
C’=(q ,..., Q,l)..., l,o )... ), 
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where k, is the greatest controllability index of (A, B), and 1 appears u 
times with 
P + 4 6%) P+q 4 f(bej) 
v:= c c aik- c 1 c biik. 
i=l k=l i-1 j=l k=l 
Then from (5.7) and (5.10) 
and by Theorem 5.3, there exists a matrix [A’, B’] E C “x(n+m) such that 
11 [A, ii] - [A’, B’] 11 < E’ 
and [A’, B’] satisfies our requirements. 
In the case when h = 0, we can apply directly Theorem 5.4 to show that -- 
there exists [A, B] E C nx(n+m) such that 
-- 
(A, B) has tj eigenvalues pii ,..., piti in B(A,, q), i = 1 ,ss., p, bij being the -- 
partition corresponding to pij i&r t_he Weyr characteristic of (A, B); and the 
partition of the r-numbers of (A, B) is 
r”=(rI )...) Q,l)...) 1,o ,... ), 
where 1 appears o times with 
P 40,) 
u:= c c aik - 5 5 “~)bijk. 
i=l k=l i=l j=l k=l 
Now, the theorem follows just as in the previous case (h > 0). 
REMARKS. 
(i) In Theorem 5.6, if {Xi,. . . , XP} = o(A, B), then (5.8) is reduced to 
Kr’) l(r) P ecui) 
c ri’- c ri = c c aik- 5 i ‘3)bij,, 
i=l i=l i=l k=l i-1 j=l k=l 
and therefore the number h defined in the proof is zero. 
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(ii) Notice the choice of partitions b,r, i = p + 1,. . . , p + 4, made in the 
proof of Theorem 5.6 and that other selections are possible. 
(iii) Taking into account the remark that follows Lemma 5.2, it is possible 
to obtain results slightly stronger than Theorems 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 because 
they allow us to prescribe all or some eigenvahres of neighboring pairs 
(A’, B’) as equal to those of pair (A, B). 
The proof of Theorem 5.6 and the remarks that follow it hold with some 
little changes for the real case contained in next theorem 
THEOREM 5.7. LetAEIWnX”, BER”~“‘, and q>O. Letr=(r,,r2,...) 
be the partition of the r-numbers of (_A, B). Let S = { h,, . . . , Xp } be a subset 
ofa(A,B)suchthattheconjugateXiof XibeZongstoSforaZZi=l,...,p. 
Let a, be the partition corresponding to A i, and to xi, in the Weyr 
characteristic of (A, B). Let bil,. . . , bit, be given partitions (i = 1,. . . , p) 
such that if Ai=Xh then ti= t,, and bij= bhj, j=l,..., ti. Let r’= 
(r[,ri,... ) be a given partition. 
There exists in any neighborhood of [A, B] a matrix [A’, B’] such that: 
(i) a(A’, B’) C V,(A, B), 
(ii) (A’, B’) has ti eigenva_Zues pil,. . . , pit, in B(hi, q), and ti eigenvalues, 
which are jiil, . . . , Fit,, in B(X,, q), and bij is the partition corresponding to 
pij and to pij in the Weyr characteristic of (A’, B’), j = l,..., ti, i = I,..., p, 
(iii) r’ is the partition of the r-numbers of (A’, B’), 
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
0 bij<+ai (i=l,...,p), 
j=l 
r<<r’ and ri’<m, 
00 f(r) P e(q) 
C rir - C ri > C C aik- 5 i ‘?‘bijk 
i=l i=l i=l k=l is1 j=l k-1 
f(*‘) Or) 
0, C ri’- C rim C 
i=l i=l a~o(A,Bj-S 
where a ik and bi jk are the k th components of ai and bi j, respectively, and 
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m(a) is the multiplicity of a E a(A, B); and if o(A, B) - S c C - R, then 
must be even. 
We finish with a corollary to Theorems 5.6 and 5.7. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let AEH”~“, BEDQ”~~. Let k=(k,, k, ,...) be the 
partition of the controllubihty indices of (A, B). Zf k’= (k;, ki,.. .) is a 
partition satisfying 
(k;,k; ,... )+(k,+n-s,k, ,...) and r;gm, (5.11) 
where s = rank S(A, B) and r; = Card{ i: ki > l}, then there exists in any 
neighborhood of [A, B] a matrix [A’, B’] such that k’ is the partition 
corresponding to its controllability indices. 
Proof. Let a(A, B) = {h, ,..., A,}. As 
C(r) Ok) Ok) P 00,) 
c r,= c ki=s and c kj+ c c a&=n, 
i=l i=l i=l i=l k=l 
we have from (5.11) that 
06 4r) P !(a,) 
Cri’- Cri=n-s= C C aik, 
i=l i=l i=l k=l 
where r’ is the conjugate partition of k’. By Lemma 2.3 and (5.11) we 
conclude that r -C-C r’ and ri < m. 
By putting 
bi := (O,O,...) (zero partition), i=l ,...,p, 
we have that the conditions (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8) of Theorem 5.6, or the 
corresponding conditions of Theorem 5.7, are satisfied. So the corollary 
follows in an easy way. n 
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